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Home Calendar David Williams-Ellis's ELEMENTAL Exhibition

Internationally celebrated sculptor David Williams-Ellis's is opening his newInternationally celebrated sculptor David Williams-Ellis's is opening his new
exhibition ELEMENTAL at the Portland Gallery in London this winter. Davidexhibition ELEMENTAL at the Portland Gallery in London this winter. David
Williams-Ellis is a leading figurative sculptor, whose unique life size, portrait,Williams-Ellis is a leading figurative sculptor, whose unique life size, portrait,
bird and animal sculptures are world renowned.bird and animal sculptures are world renowned.

Cast in bronze, silver and glass, his newest works portrays the impact of the wind,
rain and earth on the human form. “I need my sculpture to live and breathe and to
be powerful in their own energy and movement” states the artist.

Williams-Ellis learnt to carve wood and to draw in Florence where he was taught by
legendary teacher Signorina Nerina Simi. He went on to join later a community of
marble sculptors at Pietrasanta, Tuscany, under the Carrara mountains before
returning to Britain to sculpt professionally.

One of the first sculptors to experiment with the method of patination, the process
of mixing chemical elements into natural objects, to create this new series of
sculpted archers will be cast in flame-bright scarlets, echoing the fires in which they
were forged.

To view how William Ellis manages to harness raw energy to a new artistic level, you
will have to attend London’s Portland Gallery between the 3rd and the 23rd of
December.
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David Williams-Ellis's ELEMENTAL
Exhibition
Wind, Fire, Earth, Water

Written by: Jack Michael Barnes
Rating:  (4.7)

The Portand Gallery
Portland Gallery,
8 Bennet Street,
London,
SW1A 1RP
England

+44 (0) 20 7493 1888

http://www.portlandgallery.com/artist/David_Williams-
Ellis
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